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With great pleasure I am writing few words for the new Journal - Medical Science. It gives me immense pleasure to write the editorial of the esteemed journal Medical Science. Medical Science is an official Journal of Confederation of Medical Research Associations (CMRA). It is a multidisciplinary journal which encompasses Medical, Nursing, Dental and Allied health sciences [1]. It is a peer reviewed journal and a milestone in scientific field and research [2].

The first issue of the journal has been published in June 2013. All the papers of the first issue are having good quality and high standard. Articles were published from various topics namely Medical Education [3, 4] Pharmacology [5, 6] Statistics [6], and Psychiatry [6].

The editorial board members are highly qualified scientists from various fields and institutions. Dr. Pradhan who is at present the Chief Editor of Medical Science is a famous researcher and educator from India. Dr. Roy is a well known researcher who is at present the Associate Chief Editor of Medical Science is expertise in the Medical education, Physiology and Neuroscience. He has published abundant papers in his field. Some of his recent papers are published in reputed journals [7-10].

Dr. Sathian is a well-known scientist he has published lots of articles and books too. Among which the Relevance of Sample Size determination in medical research and reporting dichotomous data using logistic regression in medical research: the scenario in developing countries are highly cited articles from Nepal [11,12].

The article by Dr. Sathian published in Journal of Clinical and diagnostic Research is among the most popular articles of the journal. It has is having 22506 views till 28th August 2013[13].

I am also there in the editorial team at present I am the section editor of Medical Science. I am the first MD Pharmacology of Kathmandu University from Nepal. Some of my recent papers are published in reputed journals of Nepal and abroad [14-20].

Among the articles two are the highest viewed articles in the journals like Asian Journal of Medical Sciences and Nepal journal of Epidemiology. Medications for Anxiety: A Drug utilization study in Psychiatry Inpatients from a Tertiary Care Centre of Western Nepal and Student’s Accreditation of integrated Medical Education in Nepal are the mostly viewed article. [16,19].

Journal policies of Medical Science are also transparent. The CV of most of the editorial board members along with their contact details is available in the journal website. Medical Science has got a very convenient submission process. Article can be submitted by two processes namely online submission and via email submission. Authors can directly contact the editors by sending mails at medicalscience.pubmedhouse.com or medical.science.pubmed@gmail.com. Medical Science is a quarterly published journal. Within a very short period of time the journal is indexed in Ulrichsweb, Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ), Socolar, Journal index, Index scholar, International Society of Universal Research in Sciences, Jourinfo, Jadounscience, Newjournal, Research Bible, and it is planned for EMBASE, PubMed and PubMed Central in future.

At last I would like to congratulate the Chief Editor and the whole editorial team of Medical Science for taking this initiative to start and publishing the first issue of the esteemed journal. I wish all the best for the upcoming issue.
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